Which Core Temperament Are You?

Bulldozer
The Persistent Achiever

The Bulldozer is you if:

In a nutshell:

You are a high-achieving doer who gets tasks done and doesn’t
let anyone stand in your way. You love adventure and rise to the
challenge of moving a mountain or running a marathon. You like being
in charge and responsible for the team. Bringing strength of vision and a
command of most situations, Bulldozers are leaders, visionaries, pushers,
adrenaline junkies, and powerful competitors.

Self-assured

As the Bulldozer, you need autonomy, rewards and stimulation. You are
often bold, willful, productive, competitive, unemotional, and
self-reliant. You rarely talk about your problems or emotions. Instead you
set goals, and take action. You like to be the leader and enjoy recognition.
You are an independent learner who prefers real-life examples to abstract
thinking or discussion.

Extroverted

Strengths

• P utting plans into place and
taking action

Stressors

• When others are too slow or can’t
keep up

• Achieving goals
• Managing or supervising others
• Striving to succeed
• Accepting responsibility

• When efforts are blocked
• When challenged for control
• When others are overly talkative or

Core Needs

Core Values

• Success
• Challenge
• Mastery
• Control
• Stimulation

emotional

• Affluence
• Competition
• Responsibility
• Self-Sufficiency
• Power

Driven
Leader
Impatient
Fearless
Decisive
Problem-solver
Direct
Assertive
Demanding
Risk-taker
Forceful
Competitive
Independent
Determined
Results-oriented
Manipulative
Coercive
Dominating
Insensitive
Productive
Inventive
Lonely
Practical
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Which Core Temperament Are You?

Bulldozer
The Persistent Achiever

The Bulldozer’s Learning Preferences:
You prefer direct experience: a hands-on, can do it, trial & error approach. You like to compete, achieve and win.

Compatibility with Others

Bulldozer is compatible with other Persistent Achievers based on mutual respect for each other’s abilities in making
decisions and taking actions, especially when they have mutual interests and similar stress patterns.
Detective - The Bulldozer needs to be the boss in work situations, and the Detective is a great team member when
respect is given and the standard of quality is high. In personal relationships, mutual needs may not be compatible
without agreements, as Detective values intimate, long-term commitments. The Bulldozer prefers action and not so
much ideas or feelings. Both can share visions.
Ringmaster - Bulldozer and Ringmaster can be a good work team, if Bulldozer directs and Ringmaster creates, but
both will have to live with the schedule. In personal relationships, most likely not compatible because of Ringmaster’s
need for attention and influence while Bulldozer prefers action and hands-on approach.
Border Collie - At work they make a good team as Border Collie is a loyal supporter, while the Bulldozer offers loyalty
and fairness. In personal relationships, compatibility is based on Bulldozer’s dominance and Border Collie playing 2nd
fiddle. Bulldozer must have the sensitivity to appreciate the Border Collie. Border Collie must be willing to establish
boundaries and make sure her emotional needs are being met.

What You Want from Others
• Give you summarized facts
• Respect your judgment and leadership
• Support you to reach your goals
• Cope with unwanted details
• Challenge, stimulate, and reward you for success

What Others Want from You
• Leadership
• Vision and direction
• Emotional awareness
• Sensitivity to their needs
• Recognition and appreciation
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Which Core Temperament Are You?

Detective

The Observant Thinker

The Detective is you if:
You love data, ideas, numbers, and greatly respect order and structure. Think of
the Detective as a perfectionist who likes to explain what is and envisions what
could be. You worry about life a lot, and often research solutions and design
answers to the problem that worries you. Sensitive by nature, you do not
take criticism too well although you can be a top team member who contributes overall. People value the Detective’s expertise and problem-solving skills
because you are logical, give instruction, and value quality. You enjoy stimulating
discussion and sharing with a team.
Detectives need affirmation and understanding. You are a deep thinker who thoroughly examine issues. You value intimacy, respect, and good relationships. You
take instruction well and admire expertise and knowledge. You are organized, enjoy
working with data, and can be a perfectionist as well as a criticizer. You enjoy math
and numbers, and may spend hours at your computer, even after work.

Strengths
• Excellent organizer
• Great team player
• Self-disciplined
• Care about the quality of your work
•W
 ork well with data, numbers and
details

Core Needs
• Structure
• Detail
• Respect
• Quality
• Thoughtfulness

Stressors

• When others rush you
• When others show disrespect
• When others are too emotional
•W
 hen others are unclear in their
communication

• Anxiety, worry

Core Values

• Intimacy
• Step-by-step approach
• Order
• Expertise
• Excellence

In a nutshell:
Analytical
Diplomatic
Orderly
In control
Precise
Disciplined
Deliberate
Cautious
Accurate
Conscientious
Fact finder
Systematic
Logical
Conventional
Introverted
Serious
Persistent
Organized
Critical
Picky
Moralistic
Stuffy
Stubborn
Decisive
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Which Core Temperament Are You?

Detective
The Observant Thinker

The Detectives’s Learning Preferences:
You prefer a Visual Approach: Observing, noticing, watching, looking, envisioning imagery, making mental lists, processing visual detail.

Compatibility With Others

Bulldozer – Detective and Bulldozer share goals and visions, and both want to be leaders but Bulldozer will be the
better leader or boss. Can the Detective be a team member or team leader where he can excel? In personal relationships, each has different needs and their divergent values require discussion. Both tend to be solitary so how to commit
and commune will be an issue.
Detective - Openness exists for sharing opinions, work compatibility is high and respectful. Personal relationships
based on mutual respect make them complementary. A relationship based on criticism or disagreements would only
cause each to withdraw.
Border Collie - can be very compatible professionally with common goals. Personal relationship also excellent because
of mutual desire for family, harmony and intimacy. Detective needs to not be overly critical and Border Collie needs to
be more assertive.
Ringmaster - Not so hot at work, unless based on mutual respect for strengths as team members. Personal relationship is also questionable. Detective is likely inflexible and critical of habits as the Ringmaster is not as committed to a
schedule or fixed ways of doing things and won’t allow freedom to be compromised.

What You Want from Others
• Give you detailed information
• Ask for your opinion
• Allow you to work uninterrupted
• Treat you with respect
• Do quality work the first time

What Others Want from You
• Positive feedback and appreciation
• Playfulness
• Attention to feelings
• Team work and planning
• Mental clarity
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Which Core Temperament Are You?

Border Collie
The Adaptive Supporter

The Border Collie is you if:

In a nutshell:

You are a supportive, interactive person who has empathy for and the
motivation to help others. A Border Collie prefers harmony in relationships and environments. You play the peacekeeper role in relationships,
feeling hurt at injustice and withdraw if not appreciated. Insure you fill
your heart cup daily. You can be stubborn when things are not going your
way. You bring common sense to situations, like agreement, planning, and
coordination in teamwork, and are steadfast, loyal, and dependable.
Your Border Collie self is a heart-centered person whose pleasure is in
helping and supporting others. Yet you have your challenges. You can take
too many things to heart. Concerns weigh heavily on your shoulders. Your
desire that people be happy and to take care of your relationships are in the
forefront of your thoughts. When a Border Collie type becomes quiet and
withdrawn, be aware that you need appreciation and understanding: you
need to get up and be involved in life again.

Strengths

• Loyalty
• Caretaking and supporting others
• Dependable and reliable
• Patient and nurturning
• Creating peace and harmony

Core Needs
• Appreciation
• Agreement
• Caring
• Belonging
• Connection
• Security

Stressors

• When others are angered or mean
• When you feel taken advantage of
• When you feel judged
• When others are unjust

Patient
Loyal
Sympathetic
Team player
Supportive
Warm
Stable
Considerate
Empathetic
Tenacious
Trusting
Congenial
Respectful
Introverted
Persistent
Agreeable
Dependable
Concerned

Core Values
• Acknowledgement
• Peace
• Teamwork
• Safety
• Common Sense

Unsure
Reliable
Consistent
Dependent
Conformist
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Which Core Temperament Are You?

Border Collie
The Adaptive Supporter

The Border Collie’s Learning Preferences:
You prefer an Auditory approach: Listening, hearing, attending to auditory stimuli.

Compatibility With Others:

Bulldozer – In work environment, Border Collie is happy in supportive role if Bulldozer is appreciative. To create a
lasting personal relationship, Border Collie will need assertiveness training and Bulldozer will need emotional sensitivity training.
Detective – Border Collie gladly provides feedback and emotional support in work situations. Good team player.
Personal relationships share common values for loyalty and intimacy in long-term relationships. Likewise, both can
withdraw from hurt feelings, lack of conversation or support.
Border Collie - will work well and specialize well together. Make a good parenting team as they talk and share. May
not be compatible if both are stubborn. Both have same stress and withdrawal patterns that could compromise intimacy. Each needs to commit to reaching out and agree to meet each other’s needs.
Ringmaster – Likely great at work or personally as both like to help people, have fun and blend practicality and
creativity. Longer-term personal compatibility requires each to not follow their normal calling in needs and values.
Longer term because Border Collie values security and that is not Ringmaster’s strength. Neither makes longer-term
decisions well, and their personal needs cause more conflict than peace if Ringmaster is too shortsighted and selfabsorbed or Border Collie withdraws and becomes moody.

What You Want from Others
• Make you feel like you belong
• Appreciate you for your efforts
• Be kind, considerate, and thoughtful
• Trust you with important tasks
• Value you

What Others Want from You
• Support without criticism
• For you to listen and help
• That you take care of yourself first
• To ask if help is needed with no assumptions
• To be more assertive
• To speak up rather than withdraw
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Which Core Temperament Are You?

Ringmaster

The Influential Communicator

The Ringmaster is you if:
As a Ringmaster, you flourish in friendships that laud your creativity and entrepreneurship. You care for people and like to influence them and help them
transform. You value your freedom highly. You love to indulge your senses and
seek pleasure. Because of your persuasiveness and charisma you might be an author, actor, musician, or speaker. Ringmasters are the movers and shakers of the
world who love expressing opinions and influencing others. You are comfortable
as the center of attention and love to create and play with good friends.
Ringmasters are highly creative. Some call you a dreamer, a person who marches
to an inner rhythm. You learn by feeling or intuiting your way through situations
or people and before making decisions. You easily live in the world of creativity
and ideas, and are drawn to expressive outlets like writing, music or acting. You
enjoy variety, stimulation, and crave acknowledgement for your creative endeavors. You also value friendship and easily enjoy life.

Strengths

• Intuition
• Creative expression
• Sense of adventure
• Enjoys people

Stressors

• When others are focused on things
and tasks, not people

• When your freedom is limited
• When others ignore you
• When others are critical of you or
compete for attention

Core Needs

• Admiration
• Influence
• Freedom
• Creative expression
• Fun, amusement

Core Values
• Friendship
• Being admired
• Ingenuity
• Pleasure
• Freedom

In a nutshell:
Intuitive
Creative
Verbal
Inspiring
Enthusiastic
Gregarious
Convincing
Impulsive
Generous
Influential
Caring
Charming
Confident
Dramatic
Optimistic
Animated
Ambitious
Energetic
Friendly
Talkative
Excitable
Undisciplined
Extroverted
Out of Time
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Which Core Temperament Are You?

Ringmaster

The Influential Communicator

The Ringmasters’s Learning Preferences:
You prefer to feel your way through situations and be intuitive: Feeling, sensing, intuiting, touching. You are affected
by other’s feelings and you are aware of sensations, the larger picture, and energy.

Compatibility with Others
Bulldozer - Bulldozer and Ringmaster can be a good work team, if Bulldozer directs and Ringmaster creates, but both
need to set and commit to a schedule. In personal relationships, Ringmaster’s need for attention and conversation
could clash with Bulldozer’s preference for doing, competing, and power. They can come together in project completion, celebration, and financial gain. Would Bulldozer respect creativity? Would Ringmaster respect time?
Detective - Not so hot at work unless based on mutual respect for strengths. Personal relationship is also questionable.
Detective is likely inflexible and critical of Ringmaster’s core traits. Ringmaster is not as committed to a schedule or
fixed ways of doing things and won’t allow freedom to be compromised.
Border Collie – Good work relationships as both like to help people, have fun and blend practicality and creativity. In
personal relationships, questionable compatibility requires commitments of each in meeting needs of Border Collie for
secure finances, communication and harmony or flow. Ringmaster’s need to escape and need to create could cause her
shortsightedness. Neither makes longer-term decisions well, and their personal needs may cause more conflict than
peace, which causes both internal stress.
Ringmaster - Two creative people work well together and enjoy project collaboration if freedom is respected. Need
focus and agreement for meeting project schedules. In personal relationships, could enjoy parenting, travel, and caring
intimacy. Commitments required for money management, time management, and how to respect the values of each.
Awareness of escaping and addictive patterns is required for health and stress management.

What you Want from Others

• Give you the opportunity to create, influence, or transform
• Give you attention
• Be influenced by you in some way
• Handle the details for you
• Value your opinions

What Others Want from You
• Social compatibility
• Charisma
• Time management
• Control impulsivity and focus
• Stay upbeat and inspiring
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